No Benefit for Consensus Double Reading at Baseline Screening for Lung Cancer with the Use of Semiautomated Volumetry Software
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Purpose:
To retrospectively evaluate the performance of consensus double reading compared with single reading at baseline screening of a lung cancer computed tomography (CT) screening trial.

Materials and Methods:
The study was approved by the Dutch Minister of Health and ethical committees. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The benefit of consensus double reading was expressed by the percentage change in cancer detection rate, recall rate, number of additional nodules detected, and change in sensitivity and specificity in 7557 participants. The reference standard was a retrospective analysis of the serial CT scans performed in participants diagnosed with lung cancer during a 2-year period after baseline. Semiautomated volumetric software was used for nodule evaluation. McNemar tests were performed to test statistical significance. In addition, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) were calculated and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) constructed.

Results:
Seventy-four cases of lung cancer were qualified as detectable at baseline. Compared with single reading, consensus double reading did not increase the cancer detection rate (2.7%; 95% CI: −1.0%, 6.4%; P = .50) or change the recall rate (20.6% vs 20.8%, P = .28), but led to the detection of 19.0% (1635 of 8623; 95% CI: 18.0%, 19.9%, P < .01) more nodules. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV were 95.9% (71 of 74), 80.2% (6001 of 7483), 4.6% (71 of 1553) and 99.9% (6001 of 6004) for single reading and 98.6% (73 of 74), 80.0% (1497 of 7483), 4.6% (73 of 1570), and 99.9% (5986 of 5987) for consensus double reading, respectively.

Conclusion:
There is no statistically significant benefit for consensus double reading at baseline screening for lung cancer with the use of a nodule management strategy based solely on semiautomated volumetry.
Advances in Knowledge

- No difference was found in the recall rate between single and consensus double reading (20.6% versus 20.8%; \( P = .28 \)) at baseline lung cancer screening with the use of a nodule management strategy based on semiautomated volumetry.
- Consensus double reading led to the detection of 19.0% (1635 of 8623; \( P < .0001 \)) more pulmonary nodules.

Implication for Patient Care

- With the use of a nodule management strategy based solely on semiautomated volumetry, there is no substantial benefit for consensus double reading at baseline screening for lung cancer.

Materials and Methods

Study Group

The study was approved by the Dutch Minister of Health and the ethical committees of all four participating hospitals. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The original approval and informed consent for the screening study included the ability to use data for future research, including the current prospective “side study.” This study is a side study of the Dutch-Belgian multicenter randomized controlled low-dose CT lung cancer screening trial (the NELSON trial [Nedelands-Leuvens Longkanker Screenings Onderzoek]) (23). Although we received four Leonardo workstations and Lung Care software from Siemens Germany for the NELSON trial, we had full control over the data and the results submitted for publication.

Participants had to be current or former smokers, with a history of more than 15 cigarettes per day for over 25 years or more than 10 cigarettes per day for over 30 years, and were between 50 and 75 years of age. Between April 2004 and December 2006, 7577 participants were included. Their mean age was 59 years ± 6 (standard deviation). Of these participants, 84% (6310 of 7557) were male (mean age, 59 years ± 6) and 16% (1247 of 7557) were female (mean age, 58 years ± 6). All 7533 participants who underwent baseline chest CT scanning were analyzed in this side study.

Imaging Methods

All scans were performed with 16-detector row helical CT scanners (Senation 16, Siemens Medical Systems, Forchheim, Germany; Mx8000 IDT or Brilliance 16P, Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, Ohio) with the following parameters: 0.5 second tube rotation, 0.75 mm single section collimation, and 15 or 18 mm table feed per rotation (pitch = 1.3–1.5). A caudo-cranial scan direction without contrast material was used. Scans were performed from the level of the lung bases (posterior re- ceases) to the lung apex with the help of a scout view. Depending on the body weight (<50, 50–80, and >80 kg), the kilovolts-peak settings were 80–90, 120, and 140 kVp, respectively. The milliamperesecond-second values were 20–30 mAs and were adjusted accordingly dependent on the machine used. This corresponds to an effective radiation dose of less than 1.6 mSv. We reconstructed axial images with 1.0 mm thickness at 0.7 mm increments. A standard soft-tissue reconstruction algorithm was used for reconstruction (Siemens: B30 filter; Philips: B filter). All images were reconstructed with a field of view large enough to cover the entire lung parenchyma.
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Abbreviations:

GI = confidence interval
NPV = negative predictive value
PPV = positive predictive value
VDT = volume doubling time
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Nodule Management Protocol

In our NELSON nodule management strategy, the probability that a nodule is lung cancer at baseline screening is based on the measured volume (size) of detected nodules (24,25). Based on semiautomated volumetry, the outcome of the screening test was positive if any noncalcified nodule on a CT scan had a solid component larger than 500 mm$^3$ (>9.8 mm in diameter) and indeterminate if the volume of the largest solid nodule or the solid component of a partial-solid nodule was between 50 and 500 mm$^3$ (4.6–9.8 mm in diameter) or more than 8 mm for non-solid nodules. Otherwise, the test was negative and the participants were asked to undergo an annual follow-up. In participants with an indeterminate test result, a 3-month recall CT scan was performed to assess whether the nodule had grown. In case of growth and a volume doubling time (VDT) of less than 400 days, the outcome of the screening test for this group was positive; otherwise it was negative. Growth was defined as a percentage volume change of 25% or more between the first and second scan. All positive findings were referred to the chest physician of choice via the general practitioner, usually the chest physician associated with the screening center. For work-up and diagnosis, a uniform procedure was followed (23). If lung cancer was diagnosed, the participant was treated appropriately and the case was classified as test true-positive; otherwise the participant was scheduled for the second round CT scan. If baseline-detectable nodules were not diagnosed as cancers in a 2-year period, the original image was considered true-negative.

Reading Procedure

At all screening sites, digital workstations (Leonardo; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) were used for image interpretation with U.S. Food and Drug Administration–approved commercially available software for semiautomated volume measurements (LungCare, version Somaris/5: VA70C-W; Siemens Medical Solutions) (26,27). Pulmonary nodules were identified on axial thin-slab maximum intensity projections with cine mode. The section thickness of maximum intensity projections was set as 6 or 8 mm. Images were initially displayed with a window level of −500 HU and window width of 1500 HU, but the readers were free to alter these settings at their discretion.

First, the CT images were read at the four screening sites by one of the 13 local readers. Readers had 0 to more than 20 years (median, 6 years) of experience in the interpretation of thoracic CT images. The interpretations encompassed the evaluation of the nodule features (location, size, morphology) and the provision of the corresponding screening test result based on the highest nodule category. These data were uploaded into the online management system and were considered the results of single reading. Subsequently, the CT images were sent to the central site for second reading by one of the two central radiologists, both of whom had 6 years of experience in the interpretation of thoracic CT images. When second readers interpreted the CT images, they were not blinded to the results of first reading and could alter their interpretations. After their interpretations, the second readers evaluated the agreement between the first and second reading with regard to the screening test result. In case of a discrepancy, the second readers informed the first readers and they reevaluated the CT image to reach consensus. If no consensus was reached, arbitration from an expert radiologist with more than 20 years of experience was performed, and the interpretations of the second reader were changed according to the opinion of the consensus panel, which was regarded as the final result of consensus double reading.

Reference Standard

The reference standard was formed through retrospective analysis of the serial CT scans performed in 130 participants in whom lung cancer was diagnosed during a 2-year period after baseline screening. From the 130 lung cancer cases detected during 2 years of follow-up, 56 were excluded because they were not detectable at baseline screening (Figure). This included both the screening-detected and the interval lung cancer cases. Each lung cancer case was retrospectively matched to one particular pulmonary nodule detected at the baseline CT scan if possible. Cancer cases originating from baseline nodules larger than 500 mm$^3$ or baseline nodules with fast growth (VDT, <400 days) at 3-month follow-up were included in this study as ground truth because they could have been diagnosed during baseline screening according to our protocol (23). Exclusion of the other lung cancers cases from our evaluation did not influence the results of our study on the value of consensus double reading because they could not be diagnosed at either reading. An interval lung cancer was defined as a lung cancer detected during the 1-year period following a negative baseline scan or second round test result. These interval lung cancers were identified through linkage of the participants with the national pathology database and by active information collection from appointments, general practitioners, letters, and phone calls.

Statistical Analysis

At baseline screening of the NELSON lung cancer screening trial, the performance of consensus double reading was compared with single reading to investigate whether there exists an added value for consensus double reading. The primary outcome measure was the cancer detection rate and the proportion of early stage (stages I and II) disease detected. The secondary outcome measure was the recall rate, which was based on the highest nodule category detected. In addition to the overall recall difference, we also evaluated this in cancer and noncancer cases separately. Furthermore, the percentage of additional pulmonary nodules detected by consensus double reading was calculated as the number of nodules detected by both readers minus those detected by the first reader only, divided by the total number of nodules detected by both readers. Finally, the diagnostic accuracy of single and consensus double reading were expressed as sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV), with their 95% confidence intervals (CIs). A 3-month recall CT scan and referral to chest physicians were both regarded as a positive finding in this analysis. The McNemar test was used to compare the differences, taking the matched nature of the data into account (28). \( P \leq .05 \) was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. All analyses were performed with statistical software (SPSS, version 16.0; SPSS, Chicago, Ill).

**Results**

Among 7557 participants who underwent baseline screening, lung cancer was diagnosed in 130 after 2 years of follow-up after the baseline CT scan. After retrospectively review, 74 participants with lung cancer could be included in this study: Diagnosis was made in 53 participants after a positive finding at baseline screening, in 17 after a positive test result following a 3-month recall CT scan, and in three at 1 year after baseline screening as a result of a negative work-up following a positive baseline test result, and one participant had an interval lung cancer (Figure).

Single reading enabled the detection of 95.9% (71 of 74) and consensus double reading 98.6% (73 of 74) of all cancer cases. The mean difference was 2.7% (95% CI: -1.0%, 6.4%; \( P = .50 \)) (Table 1). The agreement between two readings was 97.3% (72 of 74; 95% CI: 90.1%, 99.8%). Second reading provided 0.3 (two of 7553) additional screening-detected cancer cases per 1000 participants. In total, 46 of 74 lung cancer cases were detected at an early stage. Consensus double reading led to the detection of one additional early stage case. The overall recall rates are 20.6% (1553 of 7553) and 20.8% (1470 of 7553) for single and consensus double reading, respectively. The mean difference was 0.2% (83 of 7553; 95% CI: 0%–0.2%, 0.6%; \( P = .28 \)). The final screening results changed in 3.1% (233 of 7553) of all participants. The agreement between two readings was 96.9% (7320 of 7553; 95% CI: 96.5%, 97.3%).

Of the total 8623 pulmonary nodules detected at baseline screening, 19.0% (1635 of 8623; 95% CI: 18.0%, 19.9%; \( P < .01 \)) were additionally detected by means of consensus double reading (Table 2). These nodules included both true- and false-positive findings.

Among the 74 cancer cases, there were four cases with disagreement: Consensus double reading upgraded the results of the screening test in three (4.2%) cases and downgraded the outcome in one (1.4%) case; in two cases this was caused by the additional detection of the cancer lesion by consensus double reading, and in the other two cases this was caused by disagreement on the measured volume of malignant nodule. In 7483 noncancer cases, consensus double reading upgraded the results of the screening test in 121 cases and downgraded the result in 108. The mean difference was 0.2% (13 of 7483; 95% CI: -0.2%, 0.6%; \( P = .43 \)) (Table 3).

For single reading, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV), with their 95% confidence intervals (CIs). A 3-month recall CT scan and referral to chest physicians were both regarded as a positive finding in this analysis. The McNemar test was used to compare the differences, taking the matched nature of the data into account (28). \( P \leq .05 \) was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. All analyses were performed with statistical software (SPSS, version 16.0; SPSS, Chicago, Ill).

**Discussion**

At baseline screening of the NELSON lung cancer screening trial, we observed...
that consensus double reading led, compared with single reading, to the detection of 2.7% (two of 74) more subjects with lung cancer, 1.3% (one of 74) more cases of early stage disease, an 0.2% (83 of 7553) increase in the recall rate, 19% (1635 of 8623) more nodules and a 2.7% (two of 74) increase in sensitivity and a 0.2% (15 of 7483) increase in the recall rate, respectively. This can be explained by the fact that multidetector CT performed at low-dose level provides high spatial resolution and attenuation and the use of maximum intensity projections reconstruction algorithms with cine mode further facilitates the identification of abnormalities (22). Second, our nodule management strategy is an objective, software-driven approach (23,25), in which the recall is determined only by the volume and the VDT of the nodules detected without further subjective interpretation. As reported before, semi-automated software volume measurement of pulmonary nodules is highly repeatable (30). This also explains why the 2.7% increase in our study is much lower than the 6%–15% observed for breast cancer screening (4–12). In breast cancer screening, lesion identification is relatively difficult due to the small difference in density between the lesion and the surrounding normal breast tissue at mammography. As a result, classification of the detected nodules is rather subjective according to the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (31).

Another important parameter for the value of double reading is the recall rate in noncancer cases. In noncancer cases, consensus double reading upgraded the outcome of the screening test in 121 (1.6%) cases and downgraded the outcome in 108 (1.4%). This led to a non–statistically significant 0.2% (13 of 7483) increase in the recall rate, equivalent to a 0.2% reduction in the specificity. Our interpretation is that consensus double reading enhanced adherence to the NELSON nodule management strategy without changing the
recall rate. This implies that there is no difference in the specificity of the two reading strategies, which is in accordance with findings in breast cancer screening, in which no change in specificity was observed as a result of consensus double reading (6,9).

Furthermore, we observed that 19.0% (1635 of 8623) more pulmonary nodules were detected by means of consensus double reading. This observation is in line with previous studies. Gruden et al (22) explored the interreader variability in a lung cancer CT screening project and showed that the difference between readers could have occurred in lesion detection, characterization of a lesion as a nodule or nonnodule, or lesion measurement. The interobserver agreement was moderate to substantial, and potential for considerable improvement existed. Similar results have been reported in clinical settings with a relatively high interobserver variability for the detection and characterization of pulmonary nodules (16–18). Theoretically, the more nodules identified, the higher the probability to detect cancer. However, the 19.0% increase in the nodule detection rate observed in our study only lead to a 3.1% (233 of 7553) change in the outcome of the screening test (positive, indeterminate, or negative) and a 2.7% (two of 74) increase in the cancer detection rate. The reason for this discordance could be explained by the fact that first readers pay more attention to the larger, suspicious nodules and potentially neglect the smaller ones. In our nodule management protocol, the test result was based on the highest nodule category. Therefore, the detection of additional nodules in the vast majority of the participants did not change the test result and cancer detection.

A limitation of our study was that the power of our analysis on the value of consensus double reading is not strong enough because the study was powered to assess whether CT screening for lung cancer will lead to a decrease in lung cancer mortality. For that, we further performed an ad hoc power analysis based on the data derived from current study. Given a power of 90%, a significance level of 5%, an expected proportion of upgrading recall for cancer cases of 4.1% (three of 74), and a downgrading proportion of 1.4% (one of 74), a sample of 789 double readings of baseline cancers should be needed to make the contribution of a second reading a statistically significant (two-sided McNemar test). On the basis of the 0.9% cancer detection rate in our study, 80531 participants need to be enrolled; a study of that size will never be conducted. As this ad hoc analysis is only based on four discordant cases, the number of participants needed to demonstrate a statistically significant contribution from a second reading will vary widely, but will at least be much larger than the 7557 participants used in this study. Furthermore, even if this significance could be achieved, the human cost of one extra detected early stage–lung cancer corresponds to 7557 second readings, which is equivalent to 253 working days for a radiologist with a throughput of 30 readings per day. Therefore, after weighing the advantages and the cost of consensus doubling reading, we do not recommend consensus double reading in lung cancer screening with the use of our nodule management strategy based on semiautomated volumetry.

A further limitation of our study was that we only included baseline-diagnosable lung cancer, which is either a lesion larger than 500 mm² or a fast-growing nodule in our study with a VDT of less than 400 days at a 3-month recall CT scan. Lung cancer cases originating from new lesions at later rounds or malignancies that have been diagnosed in nodules with a VDT of more than 400 days were excluded. Therefore, the result of this study was only applicable for baseline screening with the use of the NELSON nodule management strategy. With the use of different nodule management strategies, interobserver variability and the range of baseline-diagnosable lung cancer cases might be different and lead to a different conclusions with regard to the value of second reading in CT screening for lung cancer.

In conclusion, there is no statistically significant benefit for consensus double reading at baseline screening for lung cancer with the use of nodule management strategy based solely on semiautomated volumetry.
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### Table 4

**Diagnostic Accuracy of Single and Consensus Double Reading during the Baseline Period of Low-Dose CT Lung Cancer Screening Trial**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Lung Cancer</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.—Data are numbers of participants.*
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